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SEIRIOS FMS
In large, busy and dynamic environments, multiple robots may be required to

get tasks done. With a fleet management system (FMS), multiple robots can
be viewed and managed simultaneously.

 
 

Robot Management

Task Delegation

Lane Management

With the FMS, add your robots (with Seirios RNS installed) easily
by adding them with their unique IP address.

In environments that require precision, the lane creation
feature is a useful one. Users are able to 'draw' lanes (one
way or two way) and even create branches

Once task(s) are added into the queue, the FMS will appoint
the closest robot in proximity to execute the tasks. 

"Control and optimize 
all of your fleets performance" 

Movel AI delivers human-like precision and

movements to robots; combining sensor

fusion, vision and machine learning &

artificial intelligence technologies. 

Core Features

Easy to deploy 
Installing Seirios is easy. Download our
latest product image with a fast internet
connection. Once downloaded, simply
execute the scripts included and all
you'll have to do is tune your parameters
for optimum performance.
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A PC with i5 processor (or 2-core, 4 threads CPU @ 2.4 GHz minimum)

8GB DDR4 RAM

127GB Solid State Drive (SSD)

Ubuntu 20.04 operating system

Internet connectivity (WiFi dongle or embedded WiFi antenna)

License Price / Robot 

Base Price

Web based 
system for an easy Integration

Contact us today!

FAQ
What is the limit of robots can the FMS control?

Unlimited. There is no limit of robots that the FMS can control. However, do ensure
your environment is able to accommodate multiple robots to prevent congestion.

Does the FMS require an internet connection?
No. However, the FMS needs to be connected to the same
local area network with the robots that you intend to control

Yes. For the FMS to delegate tasks to individual robots, those
robots must be running Seirios RNS.

Do my robots require Seirios RNS to be installed to use the FMS?

Software Requirements 

Licensing

SGD$ 10.000

SGD$ 1.000

**Pre-requisite- SeiriOS RNS**Pre-requisite- SeiriOS RNS  

Sleek User Interface 

Industries we're working with
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Cleaning

Services

Industrial

Robust
Uses computer vision to understand
3D surroundings, enabling robots to

reliably run in complex environments.

Hardware
Agnostic 

Use Seirios on any device. 
No additional hardware required

On board
computation

The software is running onboard of
the robot, eliminating any risk of

latency 

Use Seirios on any robots of any shape
of sizes* Versatile

On board 
computatio

AI-enabled technology delivers
performance in terms of localization

and navigation at par human level
Accuracy

Reduce 
Cost

Sensor fusion algorithm enabled high
accuracy navigation system at

 a lower cost 

Save time
Save a lot of time in development  and

deployments process by providing  a
ready to use solution 
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